


Question: Is your ENTIRE
organization committed to

succeed?
Answer: Pretty unlikely
You see, sales prevention

officers come in all shapes and
sizes and, amazingly, they occupy
the full range of positions - even up
to C-Level.

However, the biggest problem
of all is that they don’t know they
are sales prevention officers,
because nobody got round to
telling them!

I like using the word “most” as
in “most people in most countries”.
It sounds authoritative, but actually
it is laziness, because I don’t have
time to go off and locate accurate
data. But in my experience gained

over many years, my opinion is that
most companies always possess a
number of really successful sales
prevention officers who simply
don’t get why we need customers -
after all, great products sell
themselves, don't they?

The other amazing fact about
these often terribly self-important
people is that they need no
qualifications whatsoever - they
are free to practice their self-
indulgent, self-focused daily
dumbness, without fear of
reprimand! Whoever graduated
with a first in "Arrogance?"

This is not a jaundiced view
point, it is based on a complete
view of the organizational process -
in abstract, conceptual and
pragmatic terms - gained by
serving in every possible role from
“bag-carrier” to Chairman/CEO
over a very long career.

Change is continuous and will
become more rapid as we move
forward over time.

Every department must be
capable of reacting to those
changes and be prepared to take
advantage of them and yet stay

within the overall framework and
agreed strategy, which has to be
shared - spelled out even - from the
very top.

Get behind your sales team -
nothing happens until somebody
sells something to somebody else -
without them, there is no company!

In summary - Trying to operate
a sales function without total
commitment from the entire
organization is like trying to drive a
car without fuel.

Unless your ENTIRE
organization is committed to
succeed, you probably will not
succeed.

Have you spotted the SPO’s in
your company yet?

Jonathan Farrington, CEO Top
Sales World
Catch Jonathan's award winning
daily blog here - The JF Blogit

PS: Do get across to Top Sales
World as often as you can –
there are new resources being
added every day, from the
world’s leading sales experts,
and it is all FREE.

A Personal Message to “Sales
Prevention Officers” Everywhere
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JF: What makes LiveHive unique?

RN:Unlike other point products,
LiveHive has been designed from
the ground up to deliver the most
complete customer engagement
profile. With LiveHive, sales reps
get answers to the most critical
questions that they have about their
prospects. Sales reps can see who
viewed a document when, what was
viewed, for how long, and on what
page, for any digital content,

including emails, MS Office, Google
Docs, web pages, PowerPoint
presentations, links, and images.

With the deepest and most
comprehensive visibility into a
prospect’s engagement, LiveHive
enables sales professionals to
successfully target their efforts and
serve customers better. LiveHive
delivers maximum value through
the rich functionality enabled by its
powerful, cloud-based content-
sharing platform and deep

analytics. Plus, because LiveHive is
seamlessly integrated within a sales
rep’s everyday tools – such as
email, CRM and cloud storage –
LiveHive  requires no additional
work whatsoever and can provide
instant value.

JF: I noticed that LiveHive
recently launched new capabilities
for deeper insight into customer
engagement. Can you tell me what
this means for your customers?

Jonathan Farrington interviews Ramon Nunez, Founder & CEO of LiveHive

What’s driving today’s insight selling? 



The JF Interview

RN:LiveHive now includes features
that make it even easier to
understand a prospect’s interest,
as well as to quickly discover and
identify everyone involved in the
buying process. Because LiveHive
was also built as an extensible and
robust sales platform, we have the
ability to easily deliver new and
innovative features that go beyond
email or doc opens. LiveHive
leverages real-time intelligence
through its powerful, cloud-based
content-sharing platform to deliver
actionable insights. With LiveHive’s
new capabilities:

� Sales reps can not only see
when a prospect downloads a
document but also how much time
they spend on every single page
� Sales reps can not only see that
a document or email is accessed
but also how many times
� Sales reps can not only instantly
see when a prospect shares a
document with others but also
immediately receive the profile of
recipients of forwarded documents

No other solution provides the
same level of insight-selling as
LiveHive.

JF: How does LiveHive help
sales reps gain competitive
advantage?

RN:By enabling sales
professionals to zoom in on the
right prospects, LiveHive takes the
guesswork out of prospect ranking.
LiveHive automatically ranks top
prospects according to
engagement. By quickly spotting
the most engaged prospects and

assessing their specific areas of
interest, sales reps can focus their
energies on top prospects,
increasing conversion rates,
closing deals faster, and providing
more reliable forecasting. 

It’s been shown that if a sales
rep responds to a prospect within
30 minutes from the time the
prospect opens an email, views a
document, or makes an inquiry, the
probability of doing business with
that prospect increases by as much
as 50%. LiveHive’s real-time
analytics and notification of how
the prospect engages with sales
materials gives the sales rep an
unmatched competitive edge.

JF: So, Back to the title of this
interview Ramon, what really is
driving today’s insight selling?

RN:As buyers have become more
self-informed, sales teams have
been forced to find new ways to
engage with customers. At the
same time, with face-to-face selling
going down, the need to easily
communicate and share
documents and sales materials
with customers has gone up.
Understanding a prospect’s
engagement with shared materials
and communications has become
critical in today’s selling
environment – driving a market for
new engagement tools.

Analytics will be continue to be
key for future insight selling. With
more and more customer data
available around us, solutions like

LiveHive are needed to capture
and make sense of that data in
order to provide the actionable
insights that let companies respond
better to a buyer’s interests. This
need will only increase in the future
as buyers continue to rely on more
digital information to educate
themselves on a vendor’s
products.

JF: How does LiveHive support
mobile?

RN:No one today understands
better than a salesperson the
necessity of capturing the mobile
moment. But to win the mobile
sale, sales reps must be able to
use any customer engagement
system not only at the moment it’s
needed but also with all of its
capabilities seamlessly available to
them. The powerful LiveHive
platform ensures that the mobile
experience is as frictionless and
seamless as possible. 

Today’s connected buyer is 50%
more likely to open an email or
view a document first on a mobile
device. LiveHive delivers a fast and
natural mobile experience to
prospects viewing documents sent
by the sales rep. In addition, sales
reps get all the rich set of analytics
of shared documents right from
their mobile device.

You can also listen to the audio
version of this interview HERE.
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Ramon Nunez is the CEO and Founder of LiveHive.
Find out more by visiting  www.livehive.com

https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesHardTalk/2014/october/Live-Hive-2014-10-30.mp3
http://livehive.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=@LiveHive+interview+in+Top+Sales+Magazine+via+@topsalesworld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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Etien D'Hollander

Sales reps use CRM after a long
day of being in the field. They

return to the office and go through
each transaction, one at a time,
navigating their way through a
difficult, time-consuming process.
It’s exactly this experience that
keeps sales reps from filing daily
sales reports on a consistent basis. 

If you’re a sales rep, you know
the bulk of your day is spent
managing relationships, either on
the phone or in person. You are the
direct line between the client and the
company. You have a variety of
valuable information that could be
put to great use companywide.
However, you also know how much
you loathe the reporting process and
rarely do it. The good news is there
are workable solutions out there.

You’d be hard pressed to find a
sales rep without a smartphone or
tablet computer, which means a
majority of the salesforce could take
full advantage of a mobile CRM
application. With mobile CRM, it
takes less time between the
encounter with a potential customer
and reporting, so it increases a
salesperson’s attempt to remember
accurate information. Instead of
trudging back to the office, you can
file your sales reports immediately
following the appointment. 

Most CRM vendors have
responded to the need for a mobile

solution by coming up with mobile
options, some more effective than
others. What has happened in many
cases is a situation where the
vendor fails to recognize that
despite offering a mobile solution,
they’ve made the process of filing a
report just as difficult as it is with the
immobile, office-based system.
Sales reps do their best work in the
field and most of them do not
embrace the art of filing reports.
Unless a vendor can construct a
system that is easy to use, sales
reps will not embrace the
technology.

The best solutions are task
driven in nature. The vendors who
have done the best job have looked
into how a sales rep goes about his
or her day, the tasks they undertake,
the way they prefer to work and the
design features that are pleasing to
them. Most CRM solutions are full of
options that remain largely
untouched. Instead of bringing all of
these options into a mobile solution,
vendors who focus solely on what
the salesforce requires are going to
come out on top.

The result of implementing a
workable mobile CRM solution has
many benefits. First, sales

managers have more information
on their sales reps, which means
they can finally achieve some
accountability. Sales managers are
also able to take the data they glean
from the sales reports and create
more realistic goals for their
employees. The benefits extend
beyond the sales department.
Marketers can take the data
provided in the sales reports and
predict where they should focus
their campaign efforts in the future.

Companies like Front Row
Solutions have embraced the needs
of the salesforce and responded
with mobile CRM solutions that
address all the issues and provide a
workable solution.                             �

Mobile CRM: How it Addresses Sales Issues 
It’s no secret that CRM is not exactly a friend to the salesforce. Most salesforce
professionals have the opinion that CRM is built for management and has no use for
individuals who spend a majority of their day in the field, far removed from the CRM
system that is immobile and anchored in the office.
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Etien D’Hollander is the CEO and Founder of 
Front Row Soultions. Find out more by visiting here.

http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Mobile+CRM:+How+it+Addresses+Sales+Issues+@EtienDHoll+in+Top+Sales+Magazine+via+@topsalesworld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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Babette N. Ten Haken

It’s time to re-think your social
business strategy. Your targeted

“social prospects” are wise to your
actions. They are jaded about this
approach. 

Before you “reach out” to one
more “personality of interest”, here
are 3 tips. 

Tip 1 - What business value does
connecting with you have for the
person you are connecting with?
This is the social version of “What’s
in it for Me.” Smart folks will validate
you. If your profile is incomplete,
your avatar is non-existent or an
out-of-focus vacation pic, you lack
credibility. Your profile might even
be false. If 10 of my connections
are your connections, that doesn’t
buy you credibility either. Your
motivations might purely be to
collect trophy connections or have
more followers than your friends
have. That’s not engaging.

Tip 2 - False flattery isn’t a valid
premise to connect. I receive
many requests to connect on social
media platforms. The individual
tells me: “I like your blog. I like the
way you write.” Most of the time the
individual uses LinkedIn boilerplate
verbiage: no engagement there.
Their request indicates they haven’t
read my professional profile. Smart
folks are skeptical about your

flattery. They understand that their
professional connections and
network are valuable to them, to
their own professional credibility
and to their own business
engagement activities. Why should
they share with you?

Tip 3 - Asking for a connection is
not permission to solicit or ask
for a referral. If I accept a
relationship and the next

communication I receive is a sales
pitch, I immediately delete the
profile. That’s where your social
connection strategy discredits your
professional credibility. There’s
nothing collaborative or innovative
in that skewed approach. It’s all
about what I can do for you.
Engage me, don’t sell me.

If you are falling short on gaining
social traction, revisit your motives
for connection. Demonstrate a clear
understanding of who that person is
before you connect. Work on
engaging that individual. Establish
your professional credibility in the
process.

3 Tips – Request to Engage, Not to Sell
How do you regard your Requests to Connect on social
platforms? Is your objective to create a virtual prospecting
list for yourself, especially on LinkedIn and Twitter? 
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Babette N. Ten Haken is President of Sales
Aerobics for Engineers®, LLC.  Visit here.

http://babettetenhaken.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=3+Tips+-+Request+to+Engage,+Not+to+Sell+@babettetenhaken+in+Top+Sales+Magazine+via+@topsalesworld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2


Download a free chapter HERE lindarichardson.com

BUY NOW

http://www.amazon.com/Changing-Sales-Conversation-Connect-Collaborate/dp/0071823654/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1413820222&sr=1-1&keywords=linda+richardson
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It is always surprising how  many
sales managers, year over year

fall into the following five traps and
keep wondering why sales quota
attainment does not improve. (c.f.
research by  CSO Insights)

1. Applying the percentage of
overall revenue growth set by the
company to your area of
responsibility (e.g. territory)

Overall company revenue growth
is the average of all the individual

sales growth each territory can
achieve.  By falling into this first trap,
you actually pretend that the growth
potential of all territories is equal.
Instead, you have to identify the real
growth opportunities in your

Quota attainment depends on two parties, you, the sales manager, setting the quota and
your sales people, executing your plan to reach quota. In this article, we will be looking
what you as a manager can do to improve quota attainment. 

5 Traps to avoid if you want to see better
quota attainment in 2015 



Christian Maurer

territory; an approach also
recommended in the book
“Granularity of Growth” by  P.
Viguerie, S. Smit and Mehrdad
Baghai. Yes, this adds a bottom up
component to the planning process.
There is however no way around
this if you want to come up with
realistic attainable goal in turbulent
times. 

2. Spreading the same percentage
of growth planned for your territory
on each individual contributor’s
quota. 

The compensation plan might be
the biggest hurdle to avoid this trap.
However, individual contributors
cannot choose their territories. Seen
from this angle, it does not seem
very fair to neglect the fact that also
here not all territories covered by the
individuals have the same growth
potential. Individuals assigned to
weaker territories are therefore
automatically put at a disadvantage.
Yes I know that SARBOX rules
require that the totality of planed
sales growth must be assigned to
sales people. However, nowhere it is
said that this has to be done by
simply assigning the same

percentage growth to all individuals.
Yes it adds a bottom up component
also on this level. Some managers
fear the discussions that go with it.
This fear is often linked to a lack of
trust between sales manager and
individual contributor.

3. Assigning a second sales person
to an existing territory and hoping to
double the revenue from this
territory.

Maybe in a business segment
which is in the “Tornado” phase (see
Geoffrey Moor’s book “Inside the
Tornado”) the saying might be true
that growth depends on the number
of feet on the street. But it is equally
true that sales territories are also
prone to the law of diminished
return.  This is language financial
people understand. Yet, when it
comes to sales territories, this
seems to be an unacceptable
concept.

4. Assigning the same quota to
rookies and experienced individuals.

Falling into this trap, might
undermine your performance as a
manager because you risk a high
churn rate especially among your
new hires. They might be so
demotivated that they will leave you
within a year. They are not
necessary bad hires, but you bear
the costs as if you had hired the
wrong person for the job. These
costs are much higher than just the
pure replacement costs and can
create a significant increase to your
selling costs.

5. Add a safety margin on top of
what is really required to make goal.

It is a common management
practice to put safety margins (e.g.
ask for shorter deadlines so that
you have some slack if delays
occur). Doing this with quotas has
almost always the contrary effect.
The quotas might seem too
unrealistic and therefore
demotivating in the eyes of
individual contributors and they will
gauge their efforts to try to protect
their current incomes. If this
threshold happens to be below the
revenue contribution you really
need from the individual, you
actually have inadvertently put your
goal that you must make in
jeopardy.  If you try to counteract
this trend with a more aggressive
compensation plan, you just will
push more of your people out of the
door. So your performance is
doubly at risk; first for not making
your number and secondly by
having a too high churn rates.

Conclusion
The above traps might seem
outright trivial. However, as already
mentioned, it can be seen   over and
over again that with the pressure on
the financials in the name of
shareholder value, these basic facts
get thrown overboard. Writing about
these traps might therefore be a
timely reminder to all managers
whose fiscal year coincides with the
calendar year.                                    �
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Christian Maurer is a  Sales Leadership
Methodologist. Find out more by visiting here.

“It is always surprising
how many sales

managers, year over
year fall into the

following five traps and
keep wondering why

sales quota attainment
does not improve.”

http://ultimatesalesexecresource.blogspot.co.uk/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=5+Traps+to+Avoid+if+you+want+to...+@camaurer+in+Top+Sales+Magazine+via+@topsalesworld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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Dan McDade’s “The Truth About Leads” HERE
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60 Second Marketer

“If you’re interested 
in turning leads into 
dollars, this book is 
for you.”
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Art Sobczak

The one who stuffs a business
card in everyone’s mitts, saying

“I sell ___,” gives a brief pitch, then
rushes to the next victim?

Then he calls those who he
coaxed a business card from, and
says, “Hey, we met at the mixer, let’s
get together so I can tell you about
my…”

Don’t be that guy on LinkedIn.
Here are characteristics of that

guy on LinkedIn (it could be a
woman, too, of course. I know, I’ve
been pitched by them.)

Generic Connection Requests
PLEASE do not use the generic
LinkedIn connection request
message.

“Since you are a person I trust…”
It shouts out “Rookie,” and

suggests you didn’t take the time to
personalize a message.

If you don’t care enough to say
why it would be beneficial to
connect with someone, why in the
world would they want to connect
with you?

It’s not that tough to mention that
you are in the same group, any
other common connection or
affiliation, comment on a post or
update of theirs, and certainly any
possible value you might be able to
offer.

Trying to Sell Without Value
A simple LinkedIn connection with
someone, or a common group
membership, or a common interest
or affiliation you see on someone’s
profile alone does not mean
someone will buy from you.

It would be like saying, “Hey, we
both went to the University of
Texas, along with several million
other people. So let me tell you
about my services…”

These connections and
affiliations all can be the basis for
easing into your Possible Value

Proposition.
In fact, they are great ways to

separate yourself from everyone
else who wants to earn some of
your prospect’s valuable time. But
you still need to have possible
value.

Salespeople who use bad
techniques that get them ignored,
screened out, and quickly dumped
off a call will still be that same
person with the same results using
LinkedIn.

Therefore you need to combine
the power of a finely tuned profile,
correct connection, messaging, and
networking strategy and
techniques, with a solid prospecting
and sales process and techniques.

A sales tool on its own is just
that, a tool. It still needs to be used
correctly and effectively in the
hands of a skilled craftsperson.

I invite you to connect with me
on LinkedIn. But please don’t use
the generic connection, OK?          �

Don't Be THAT Stalker
Salesperson on LinkedIn
Ever been to one of those business mixers where there’s
always the guy who introduces himself to as many people
as he can?
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Art is the CEO and Founder of Smart Calling
Online. Find out more by visiting here.

http://smartcallingonline.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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Acquiring customers is obviously
important, but what about the

customers you already have? Have
you created the bond of loyalty that
keeps them coming back to buy
time and time again? And, during
the process to move a buyer to a
customer, are your salespeople

making that process an effortless
experience?

All of us are buyers 
Think back to the last several
experiences you had at a retail
store, restaurant, online or at the
grocery store. Would you rate the

experience an A+? If you are like
me, the instances of mediocre or
poor service rank much higher than
experiences that I would deem
stellar.

Recently, I needed to book
reservations for an upcoming
business trip, and naturally, I had
forgotten my user ID and password.
After requesting a reset, the web
message indicated I’d been sent an
email, which never arrived. Because
I was then locked out of the system,
I had to call the company. Problems
ensued. 

Booking my reservations should
have only taken a few minutes, but

Though this isn’t backed by any research, my unscientific
observation is that some 80% of conversations, blogs,
books or articles related to selling focuses on the
acquisition of new customers. New techniques for
jumpstarting sales opportunities, which includes social
selling, are the rage. 

Effortless Customer Experience 



Barb Giamanco

because of the company’s system
and service problems it actually took
close to an hour of my time. While
waiting on hold, the automated
messages make it clear that the
company prefers people to place
their reservations through the web
or better yet, use the new mobile
app they are so proud of. 

I’ve used this company on and
off for years. The drivers and their
service have always been great.
Making reservations if something
goes wrong – not effortless. The
company focus is clearly on keeping
operational costs down, rather than
delivering a high level of service to
all customer types. When things
work, I don’t mind making my
reservations through the web, but
that doesn’t appeal to everyone. If
you want customers to remain loyal,
think about what’s best for them and
not solely about what’s best for your
bottom line.

How does this apply to sales?
A lot of effort is expended on the
front end chasing down sales. After
the deal closes and the product is
delivered, how often are you making
sure that customer relationships are
being nurtured to ensure they keep
buying? There needs to be as much

- or more - effort devoted to creating
a loyalty bond with your customers
that is so strong, they don’t bother to
look elsewhere. As a salesperson,
don’t assume that customer loyalty
is someone else’s job. If it weren’t
for the fact that I like the drivers of
the car service I just talked about, I’d
be looking for another provider.
Someone else might say, to heck
with it and spend their dollars
elsewhere. It cannot be assumed
that once a customer always a
customer.

Beyond the annual customer
satisfaction survey, which usually
results in more emphasis on
attaining a high satisfaction score
versus the information gleaned
about what needs improvement,
how are you measuring your
customer goals? Are you actually
treating customers like the asset to
your business that they are?

� Are you tracking the counts of
customers flowing in and out?
� Have you established an
accounting of customers by
revenue group?
� Do you know which customers
renewed with you and why?
� What about those customers
who took their business elsewhere,
do you know the reason?
� Do you have a system for
measuring customer referrals? 

Your goal is to make customer
metrics – gains and losses – as
strategically important and
understood as measuring whether

sales goals are achieved month-to-
month and quarter-to-quarter.

Here are three other suggestions
for making it effortless for customers
to do business with you:

� Review customer losses each
month. Assign the task of calling
these former customers, to learn
why they moved on, to members in
your executive ranks. Executives
should hear directly from these
former accounts so that the full
impact is understood and acted
upon.
� Analyze the profitability of
customers you’ve lost and any other
information that gives you a clear
picture of what went wrong.
� Use what you gather in these
calls, and go back to your last
customer satisfaction survey, target
the top ten things that bugged
customers and fix them!

There is plenty of lip service paid to
the idea of creating effortless
customer experiences and not
enough action taken to make it a
reality. Responsibility for tackling
the institutional changes required
starts at the top. It also requires
involvement at every level of the
organization. Share common
metrics and outcomes tied with
clear accountability to service and
profitability. Delivering an effortless
experience doesn’t rest with one
department. All must come
together as one!                                �
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Barb Giamanco heads up Social Centered Selling.
Find out more by visiting here.

“Think back to the last
several experiences you

had at a retail store,
restaurant, online or at

the grocery store.
Would you rate the
experience an A+? “

http://scs-connect.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Effortless+Customer+Experience+@barbaragiamanco+in+Top+Sales+Magazine+via+@topsalesworld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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Stay Connected
with Top Sales
World ….
Join our lively LinkedIn group
and rub shoulders with the top
sales experts in the world. 

And follow us on Twitter (we will
follow you back).

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130
https://twitter.com/TopSalesWorld
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesawards/nominate/
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TOP SALES ACADEMY SESSION 05
2014 - 2015

November 12th   
“Generation Huh? Why Social
Sellers Need to Focus on
Relationships, Not Networks”  
presented by 
Joanne Black 
Time: 12:00 Noon Eastern.

TOP SALES ACADEMY SESSION 06
2014 - 2015

RegisterSponsored by

November 5th  
“Quickstart Strategies for
Overnight Sales Success” 
presented by 
Jill Konrath 
Time: 12:30 pm Eastern. RegisterSponsored by

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

Lots of things have changed in
the world of sales, but some

things have not. Building trust was
important 50 years ago, and it’s just
as important today.

When buyers trust sellers, they
depend on them, listen to them,
give them access, and spend time
with them.

Trust is critical for sales success.
But today’s buyers are busier than
ever and, at the same time, have
access to more information and
choices. This makes their time
harder to get, and their trust harder
to build.

While researching our new

book, Insight Selling, we found that
building trust is one of 6 key drivers
of client loyalty and one of the top
10 things sales winners do. Yet
most sellers agree they could do a
better job of deepening and
strengthening trust.

Trust in sales is built around
three factors—competence,
integrity, and intimacy. Following
are seven ideas for building trust in
each.

Competence
Every seller thinks they’re
competent. Amazing, even. But ...

Neuroscience and neurobiology
prove that women make better

decisions under stress, which
means most of the time in the
business world.

A couple of months ago, I posted
two curious financial facts: 1) hedge
funds managed by women perform
three times better than those
managed by men, and 2)
companies with female CEOs
outperform those with male CEOs
by 50 percent.

Based on those facts and my
own subjective experience, I
concluded that the average woman
inside the business world is smarter

than the average man. Last week,
new research revealed why and
how women are smarter.

According to separate
neuroscience studies conducted at
the University of Southern
California and Duke University,
women make less-risky decisions
under high-stress situations. As
explained in the New York Times:

"Under low stress situations,
men and women make decisions
about equally well [but] men took
more risks when they were
stressed. They became more
focused on big wins, even when ...

Read More Here�

Read More Here�

This Week’s Top Sales Article
7 Ideas for Building Trust in Sales
by Mike Schultz

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Neuroscience: Women Outperform Men Under
Stress by Geoffrey James
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http://topsalesworld.com/sales-library/articles/7-ideas-for-building-trust-in-sales/
http://www.inc.com/welcome.html?destination=http://www.inc.com/geoffrey-james/neuroscience-women-smarter-than-men.html
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Find+this+week's+top+sales+article+blog+post+in+this+edition+via+@topsalesworld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

Our Principal Sponsor is

A very special thank you to our
Top Sales Sponsors for their continuing

support and loyalty

http://bit.ly/a1tCYb
http://bit.ly/KEJk9c
http://www.knowledgetree.com/
http://www.avention.com/
http://www.seismic.com/
http://www.achieveglobal.co.uk/
http://bit.ly/Sq6WU6
http://bit.ly/w0TvDt
http://www.wittyparrot.com/
http://bit.ly/WGgUVv
http://www.revegy.com/
http://www.toplineleadership.com/
http://www.mhiglobal.com/
http://topsalesworld.com/advertise/

